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Abstract: Investigating speech imitation, in particular articulatory copy synthesis,
benefits the understanding of speech production and can improve speech recognition and synthesis. We proposed a framework for copy synthesis with an artificial
neural network (LSTM regression model) and an articulatory speech synthesizer
(VocalTractLab), which were responsible for the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping
and the inversion, respectively. We used rule-based method to create gestural scores
from texts, which were converted to articulatory trajectories and subsequently simulated to produce the corresponding acoustic signals. To make the subsequent
mapping more robust, we expanded the acoustic and articulatory space by manipulating speaking effort, voice quality, pitch level, and vocal tract length of the
created gestural scores or acoustic signals, producing 81 variants for each utterance. With acoustic features as input and articulatory trajectories as output, we
trained the LSTM models to build the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. For testing, we estimated the articulatory trajectories from acoustic features, thus obtaining
the underlying articulatory process. The experiments showed that the correlation
coefficients (between estimated articulatory trajectories from acoustic features and
the real ones converted from gestural scores) ranged from 0.18 to 0.973 and the root
mean square error (RMSE) ranged from 0.043 to 0.255 for the concerned 30 articulatory parameters of VocalTractLab. The estimated articulatory parameters were
further fed into VocalTractLab, whose output speech achieved a word recognition
accuracy of 17.24%.

1

Introduction

Investigating speech imitation, in particular articulatory copy synthesis, benefits the understanding of speech production and can improve speech recognition and synthesis [1]. Articulatory
copy synthesis refers to a technique of reproducing human speech by modeling the corresponding articulation process. The research question can be abstracted as articulatory-to-acoustic
mapping and its inversion. The existing methods usually suffer from one or more of the following limitations: (1) the construction of mapping models relies on recorded articulatory data
[2], which is labor-intensive or invasive to speakers during data collecting, (2) the inversion is
limited to short-utterances (either isolated vowels or simple ‘CV[C]’ syllables) [3][4], (3) the
analysis-by-synthesis (ABS) based methods [1][4] are time-consuming and have no generality,
i.e. the inversion has to be individually performed for each utterance, or (4) the mapping is
based on speaker-dependent models [5], i.e., both the training and testing data come from the
same speaker. In this paper, we propose a novel approach of articulatory copy synthesis tackling
the above problems to some extent.
Articulatory copy synthesis is not only to reproduce the acoustic signal of given natural
speech, but also to obtain the articulation. The difficulty of this topic comes from at least two
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main aspects: (1) both the acoustic and articulatory parameters have temporal dependences, (2)
the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion has the problem of non-uniqueness. Recently, long shortterm memory (LSTM) neural networks, due to their power of modeling sequential data, have
been successfully applied to many areas including handwriting recognition, language translation, speech recognition and so on. In the present study, we proposed a framework for copy
synthesis with a neural network regression model and an articulatory speech synthesizer.

2
2.1

Method
The framework of articulatory copy synthesis
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Figure 1 – Schematic diagram of ariticulatory copy synthesis with Long Short-Term Memory Networks
and VocalTractLab. The upper part shows the process of generating gestural scores. The middle part is
the core of the system, modeling the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping and inversion. The bottom part
illustrates the unfolded neural network model and testing the trained model with human speech.

Figure 1 illustrates the framework for copy synthesis. It can be divided into three main
stages: creation of training data, modeling of mapping and inversion between acoustic and articulatory representations, and testing with human speech. Starting from text, we use a G2P tool
to convert each word of it to a phoneme sequence, which is subsequently mapped into gestures
with a rule-based method. All gestures constitute a gestural score. In the second stage, the
cores are an articulatory speech synthesizer and an LSTM neural network (abstracted as a RNN
neural network in Figure 1), which are responsible for the articulatory-to-acoustic mapping and
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the inversion, respectively. The articulatory synthesizer converts the gestural scores generated
in the first stage to articulatory trajectories and corresponding synthetic speech. After feature
extraction, the acoustic features serve as the input of the neural network. Accordingly, the articulatory trajectories serve as the output during the training of the neural network regression
model. The RNN with LSTM units can be unfolded into a series of networks (as represented
in the bottom-left corner of Figure 1). Each memory unit is composed of a cell, an input gate,
an output gate and a forget gate, to track the network state and the flow of information into and
out of the cell. In the present work, the LSTM models the utterances as continuous trajectories in the acoustic as well as in the articulatory space. The property of recurrence of LSTM
handles the temporal dynamic behavior of the parametric dependencies for entire sequences of
data. The acoustic features and the articulatory trajectories serve as the input and output of the
LSTM neural network, respectively. In the testing stage, after feature extraction, the acoustic
features of human speech will serve as the input of the trained LSTM regression model whose
output is the estimated articulatory trajectories. Using VTL again, we convert them to synthetic
speech.
2.2

Articulatory speech synthesizer

VocalTractLab-2.2 (VTL) [6] is the articulatory speech synthesizer used in this work. It takes
articulatory trajectories as input and simulates the acoustic signal as output. There are 33 control parameters in VTL (as listed in Table 1): 24 for the vocal tract model and 9 for the vocal
fold model. To synthesize speech, users can directly specify values for them every 10 milliseconds. Alternatively, users can use a gestural score (an organized pattern of articulatory gestures)
to indirectly control the articulation process. The realization of each phoneme is cooperatively
governed by multiple gestures, each of which consists of three parameters [7]: a gesture value,
a duration, and a time constant, which define target positions of articulators, their duration, and
how quickly the participating articulators reach the targets (i.e., speaking effort), respectively.
All involved gestures for the the realization of an utterance constitute its gestural score. In fact,
the gestural score is internally converted to articulatory trajectories in VTL, because the motions of articulators in response to discrete gestures are controlled by linear dynamical systems,
thus producing articulatory trajectories along the time-axis. Subsequently, acoustic signals are
simulated by a time-varying branched acoustic tube system. VTL conducts the articulatory-toacoustic conversion, thus preparing the training samples for the LSTM.
2.3

Creation of training samples

As shown in Figure 1, we first created gestural scores and then converted them to articulatory trajectories as well as corresponding acoustic signal with VTL. From the text, we first
used the WebMAUS G2P service [8][9] to obtain the SAMPA sequence. Then, each phoneme
was mapped to its participating gestures being specified by Kohler’s German phoneme intrinsic
duration and preferred time constants. Next, all gestures within an utterance were organized
according to the time structure model of the syllable [10], thus producing a gestural score (denoted as “prototype”, compared to its variants as introduced later). The details of this process
are described in [11]. The only difference is the setting of f 0. For each utterance, we combined
every three syllables into one group, with 81.7, 79.7 and 77.7 semitones for values of pitch targets of the first, second, and third syllables, respectively. All created gestural scores were then
fed into VTL to generate articulatory trajectories and corresponding synthetic speech. To assess
the quality of the synthetic speech created with such a strategy, we examined the intelligibility
with the WebMAUS automatic speech recognition (ASR) service [12]. We created 1681 gestural scores with the sentences from the BITS corpus [13], which were fed into VTL to synthesize
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Table 1 – articulatory parameters of VocalTractLab synthesizer

Models

parameters
HX, HY
JX, JA
LP, LD
V S,VO
WC
Vocal tract model TCX, TCY
T T X, T TY
T BX, T BY
T RX, T RY
MA1 - MA3
T S1 - T S4
f0
Psub
Xbottom
Xtop
Vocal fold model chink_area
lag
rel_amp
double_pulsing
aspiration_strength

Description
Horiz. and vert. hyoid positions
Jaw position and Jaw angle
Lip protrusion and vert. lip distance
Velum shape and velum opening
Wall compilance
Horiz. and vert. tongue body center positions
Horiz. and vert. tongue tip positions
Horiz. and vert. tongue blade positions
Horiz. and vert. tongue root positions
Minimal area for tongue body, tongue tip and teeth-lips
Tongue side elevation (from the anterior to the posterior)
fundamental frequency
subglottal pressure
lower displacement
upper displacement
chink area
phase lag
relative amplitude
double pulsing
aspiration strength

the corresponding acoustic signals. The ASR results reached a word recognition accuracy of
52.75% for the synthetic speech, compared to that of 76.6% for the original human-produced
speech in BITS corpus.
However, the LSTM regression model trained with such data is not robust against different
acoustic variations. For one thing, the duration and time constants used are fixed for specifying
the same gestures. Obviously, they vary a lot with their contexts. For another thing, all data
were produced by a single speaker (the VTL model speaker), thus having a similar speaking
style and voice quality. To tackle these limitations, we expanded the acoustic space and/or articulatory space by introducing several variants for each utterance in several manners. First, we
increased or decreased the values of time constants by 30%, with all else being unchanged, for
all gestures in the “prototype” gestural scores. Second, we overall increased or decreased the
values of pitch targets by 3 semitones on the basis of the “prototype” gestural scores. Third, we
substituted the “modal” phonation setting with “slightly-pressed” or "slightly-breathy” settings.
Each combination of such operations resulted in a variant of the gestural score such that its corresponding articulatory and acoustic representations formed a new training sample. Last, on the
basis of synthetic speech, we further manipulated the vocal tract length, by setting factors equal
to 0.8 and 1.2 with the “change gender” functionality of Praat, while keeping its articulatory
trajectories unchanged. Therefore, we created 81 training samples (three time constants × three
pitch levels × three phonation settings × three vocal tract lengths) for each utterance.

3
3.1

Experiments and Results
Dataset

To create the training samples for the LSTM, we selected the first 2,000 sentences from a language model corpus used in an speech recognition system [14]. For each sentence, we created
81 variants with the strategy described in Sec. 2.3. We obtained 16,000 training utterances
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(~591.8 hours speech). The data was randomly split into the actual training set (95%) and evaluation set (5%). For the test set, we used both the synthetic and human speech. The first 120 of
1681 synthetic utterances of BITS texts are used as synthetic test samples (40,901 frames, ~0.11
hours). In addition, we tested some human utterances to examine the generalization capacity
of the trained model, including 80 sentences from the BITS corpus [13], 10 sentences from the
Berlin Emotional Database [15], 30 sentences from the MMASCS database [16], and 10 words
produced in a carrier sentence. These are in total 130 natural utterances produced by 7 speakers
(5 males and 2 females), containing 47,580 frames (~0.13 hours speech).
We extracted 42 acoustic features from acoustic signals: 13 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and 1 voiced/unvoiced probability extracted using STRAIGHT [17] as well as
their first and second order derivatives. These features were extracted from a 20-millisecondlength window shifted every 10 milliseconds. VTL synthesizes acoustic signals with articulatory trajectories every 10 milliseconds. We assumed that one frame of the acoustic signal is
controlled by the corresponding frame of articulatory parameters so that they constitute one
training sample of the LSTM networks. The acoustic features were first z-score normalized per
sentence during feature extraction, and then they as well as articulatory trajectories were further
normalized to the range [0, 1] for the whole dataset when applied to LSTM networks.
3.2

Experimental setup

Some settings of the neural network regression model parameters are listed in Table 2. The
input and output of the LSTM are 42 acoustic features and 30 articulatory control parameters1 ,
respectively. Each training batch had 20,000 training samples/frames. The length of time steps
was 100 frames, thus one second of speech. The mean square error (MSE) between outputs and
targets was used as the loss function. We trained the model for 100 epochs. Figure 2 shows
the MSE loss on evaluation and test sets after each epoch. To compare the performance due to
model architecture, we developed three systems: system-1 (indicated with red solid line) has 2
hidden layers and 256 nodes per layer, system-2 (indicated with blue dotted line) has 3 hidden
layers and 256 nodes per layer, and system-3 (indicated with black dashed line) has 2 hidden
layers and 512 nodes per layer. The system-3 performed best and was used to further analyze
the results.
Table 2 – The settings of neural network regression model parameters.

Parameters Input_dimension
Values
42

3.3

Output_dimension
30

Batch_size
20,000

Sequence_length
100

Epoch
100

Results

We evaluated the performance of the copy synthesis system in terms of three metrics: the correlation coefficients and RMSE of articulatory parameters (between estimated ones from speech
and the real ones), and the ASR accuracy. The experiment with synthetic testing utterances
showed that, for the concerned 30 articulatory parameters of VTL, the correlation coefficients
ranged from 0.18 to 0.973 and the RMSE ranged from 0.043 to 0.255. The estimated articulatory parameters were further fed into VTL, whose output speech achieved a word recognition
accuracy of 17.24%. Figure 3 shows the comparison of originally synthesized utterance and its
1 The

parameters wall compliance (WC), phase lag (lag), and fundamental frequency ( f 0) were excluded as
they do not change withing the dataset.
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reproduced synthetic counterpart for the word “keinerlei”. They are similar in terms of both
acoustic and articulatory representation. The human test utterances were evaluated in terms of
ARS accuracy, achieving 7.6% word accuracy.
A further examination in detail revealed that the trained LSTM model reproduced most articulatory parameters well, except for velum shape (V S), tongue root vertical positon (T RY ) and
subglottal pressure (Psub ). Especially, the Psub defined from gestural score always equaled 800
Pascal in non-silent part and gradually increased from or decreased to 0 Pascal in the utterance
initial and final part, respectively, while the estimated Psub fluctuated a lot, thus leading to a very
low correlation coefficient of 0.18. What happened due to the unsmooth subglottal pressure trajectory was the introduction of noise during the acoustic simulation. This may partially explain
why the human-produced BITS speech has a little better quality than originally synthetic BITS
speech in terms of recognition accuracy (76.6% versus 52.75%) while the reproduced synthetic
speech has only a word recognition accuracy of 17.24%. The worst case occurred for the reproduced human speech from estimated articulatory trajectories. In addition to the noise introduced
by unsmooth trajectories, the speaker variation may be another factor. The reason is that the
synthetic speech both in training set and test set was produced by the same speaker (i.e. VTL),
thus resulting in similar acoustic characteristics. However, the acoustic difference between VTL
speaker and human speakers affects the performance.
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Figure 2 – Mean square error (MSE) between outputs and targets after each epoch on: (a) the validation
set and (b) the test set. The performance of the neural network regression model is compared with
different settings for the number of hidden layers and nodes per layer.

4

Conclusion and future work

We proposed a framework for copy synthesis with an artificial neural network (LSTM regression model) and an articulatory speech synthesizer (VocalTractLab), which are responsible for
the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping and the inversion, respectively. With a rule-based method
and VTL, we created the gestural scores which were converted to articulatory trajectories and
subsequently simulated to the corresponding acoustic signal. They constituted the training samples for the LSTM regression model. From the acoustic features of test speech, the trained
model can estimate articulatory parameters with high correlation coefficients and low RMSE
except for some specific parameters. However, the estimated articulatory trajectories are not as
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Figure 3 – The comparison of original and reproduced utterances, for the word “keinerlei”, form the
articulatory and acoustic aspects. The top panel shows the oscillogram and spectrogram of testing
speech originally synthesized with VocalTractLab. Below it is the the counterparts of the reproduced
speech from estimated articulatory trajectories with VTL. The rest part of this figure are the VO, TCX,
TBY, TRY trajectories with red solid lines for reference trajectories of originally synthesized speech
and blue dashed lines for estimated ones.

smooth as the ones converted from original gestural scores, thus making the quality of reproduced synthetic speech not very high. Punishing the parameter fluctuation in the loss function
is worth considering in future work. Besides, although we employed multiple variants of gestural scores or the speech signal to alleviate the speaker variation, the generalization capacity of
trained model is limited. In the present work, we only manipulated some variables with several
discrete values, the resulting training samples did not cover the full articulatory and acoustic
space. Therefore, we will widen the articulatory and acoustic space by manipulating variables
with random values, for example, sampled from Gaussian distributions.
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